Route 322 Study

Zones

Rowan University
Route 322 Study

Triad Zone

SECTION: WEST ZONE @ TRIAD LOOKING EAST

Lot A/ Townhouse Zone

Future Overpass Connections

LEGEND
- Pedestrian
- Bikeway
- Pergola
- New Crosswalk
Route 322 Study
Lot A/ Townhouse Zone

SECTION 2: LOT A/ ROWAN TOWN HOUSE LOOKING EAST
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Central Campus Zone

Legend:
- Pedestrian
- Bikeway
- Pergola
- New Crosswalk
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May 2006
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East Campus Zone

Future development by others

LEGEND
- Pedestrian
- Bikeway
- Pergola
- New Crosswalk
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East Campus Zone

SECTION 4 - EAST ZONE LOOKING EAST
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East Campus Zone: Current Condition
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East Campus Zone: Improved Condition
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Lot A/ Townhouse Zone:Existing Condition
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Lot A/ Townhouse Zone:Improved Condition
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Pergola Option A: Section

CLIMBING VINE
STEEL BEAM/RAFTER
LIGHTS INCORPORATED
BRICK COLUMN WITH STONE BASE
BUILDING IDENTIFICATION SIGNS
STEEL PANEL FENCE
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Pergola Option A: Axonometric
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Speed Table with In-paver Flash Lights & LED Pedestrian Crossing Sign

- PEDESTRIAN PUSH BUTTON
- IN-PAVER FLASHING LIGHTS
- CAMPUS STANDARD PAVERS
- SCORED CONCRETE
- STamped ASPHALT
- CONCRETE BANDING
- LED PEDESTRIAN CROSSING SIGN
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Light Fixture

- Light Fixture
- Diagram
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